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Communication terminal device capable of recognising dial information -
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PURPOSE: To provide a preset dialing function without any
display device by providing a memory for presetting, a voice output

means, and a dial output means.
CONSTITUTION: If there is a dial key input from a dial input

means 3a when a hook information detecting means 4a detects an
on-hook state, its key data is sent to and stored in the memory 7a
for presetting. Further, the key data is sent to a speech synthesizing

means 5a and converted into a voice signal. When the hook
information detecting means 4a detects the on-hook state, the key
data is read out of the memory 7a for presetting, stored temporarily

in the buffer of a dial output means 1a, and then converted into a
dial signal, which is sent out. Consequently, a telephone number
inputted with dial keys can be confirmed in voice, so the preset

dialing function is provided without any display device.
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PURPOSE: To provide a preset

dialing function without any display

device by providing a memory for

presetting, a voice output means, and

a dial output means.

CONSTITUTION: If there is a dial

key input from a dial input means 3a

when a hook information detecting

means 4a detects an on-hook state, its

key data is sent to and stored in the

memory 7a for presetting. Further,

the key data is sent to a speech

synthesizing means 5a and converted

into a voice signal. When the hook
information detecting means 4a
detects the on-hook state, the key data

is read out of the memory 7a for

presetting, stored temporarily in the

buffer of a dial output means la, and

then converted into a dial signal,

which is sent out. Consequently, a

telephone number inputted with dial

keys can be confirmed in voice, so

the preset dialing function is provided
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without any display device.
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